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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Scope
The OpenIoT cloud platform provides a framework for developing large scale IoT
applications relying on data collected from a complex infrastructure of sensors and
smart devices. Numerous challenges exist in deploying such a framework, one of
them being to meet the quality requirements of IoT-based applications in terms of
energy efficiency, sensing data quality, network resource consumption, and latency.
While this deliverable addresses general QoS management requirements and
mechanisms for cloud-based IoT applications, a primary focus is on addressing the
requirements and resource limitations of mobile devices and sensors. In the context
of mobile crowdsensing applications (e.g., real-time traffic monitoring, crowd sourced
environmental monitoring), large amounts of sensed data are collected by mobile
data sources (referred to as Mobile Internet-connected Objects, MIOs, in OpenIoT
deliverables D3.4.2 and D4.5.2).
Challenges arise with respect to the optimal use of available resources (e.g.,
sensors, computational resources, network bandwidth, and energy). For example,
the energy consumption resulting from the opportunistic reporting of sensor readings
by a mobile device into the cloud is an important efficiency measure. Smart data
acquisition mechanisms may hence be applied in order to optimize the necessary
amount of sensor readings
so as to perform the data acquisition process in an
energy- and bandwidth-efficient manner, while maintaining established application
quality thresholds (in terms of required data accuracy, frequency of sensor readings).
Following the specification of utility metrics and a self-management/optimization
framework in deliverables D4.2.2 and D5.1.2, respectively, this deliverable specifies
the design of a general QoS management architecture applicable in the context of
the OpenIoT platform. A detailed overview of relevant utility metrics related to the
physical level (sensors), network level, and application level are outlined in
deliverable D4.2.2. In deliverable D4.6, addressed utility metrics are in line with those
specified in deliverable D4.2.2, while quality management approaches follow the
general requirements for efficient sensor data collection and utility-based optimization
specified in deliverable D5.1.2, but focus on applicability in a mobile sensing
environment with urban crowdsensing application for air quality monitoring as a use
case application.

Copyright  2014 OpenIoT Consortium
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1.2 Audience
The target audience for this deliverable includes:
•

OpenIoT project members, notably members of the project that intend to
engage in the deployment and/or use of the OpenIoT publish/subscribe
middleware for mobile internet-connected objects. This deliverable provides the
guidelines for installation, deployment, integration and prototype implementation
of a QoS Manager component interfacing the OpenIoT Cloud-based
Publish/Subscribe Processing (CPSP) engine which is part of the
publish/subscribe middleware for mobile Internet-connected objects (CUPUS,
specified in deliverable D4.5.2) and providing advanced QoS monitoring and
management functionalities for mobile OpenIoT applications.

•

The IoT open source community, which should view the present deliverable as
a QoS monitoring and management solution for IoT applications, providing
support for energy-efficient and quality-driven sensing data acquisition, in
particular in the context of environments with mobile Internet-connected objects.
Note also that members of the open source community might be willing to
contribute to the OpenIoT project. For these members, the deliverable can serve
as a basis for understanding the technical implementation of the QoS Manager
component.

•

IoT researchers at large, who could find in this deliverable a practical guide on
how to achieve a QoS management solution for mobile IoT applications involving
a QoS Manager component and publish/subscribe middleware for mobile
Internet-connected objects.

In addition to benefiting from the present deliverable, all of the above groups could
benefit using the released prototype implementation of the QoS Manager, along with
the prototype implementation of a mobile broker and the publish/subscribe
middleware for mobile internet-connected objects (presented in deliverable D3.4.2
and D4.5.2).

1.3 Summary
This deliverable provides an overview of a QoS Manager component proposed as a
stand-alone component interfacing the OpenIoT CPSP engine which is part of the
CUPUS middleware reported in Deliverable D4.5.2, and responsible for two key
functionalities: (1) QoS subscription monitoring and management, whereby the QoS
Manager aggregates multiple sensor data subscriptions (i.e., continuous queries) and
determines global application requirements with respect to sensor data acquisition;
and (2) QoS publication monitoring and management, whereby the QoS Manager
aggregates monitored sensor data publications, and manages the sensor data
acquisition process in order to optimize energy and bandwidth consumption while
meeting application requirements. A prototype QoS Manager component is
implemented in the context of an Urban Crowdsensing case study focused on
opportunistic sensing of air quality via mobile sensors and devices. Details on the
integration with the CUPUS middleware and OpenIoT framework are provided.
Copyright  2014 OpenIoT Consortium
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1.4 Structure
The deliverable is structured as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the general QoS
requirements of IoT services by giving a brief overview of work completed in the
scope of WP4 and WP5 related to the specification of utility metrics defined in
deliverable D4.2.2 and a self-management and optimization framework presented in
deliverable D5.1.2 for the OpenIoT platform. We further focus on the quality and
energy-efficiency requirements of mobile IoT applications, and briefly mention the
cloud-based publish/subscribe middleware for mobile internet-connected objects
(CUPUS) specified and implemented in the scope of WP4 (deliverable D4.5.2). In
Section 0 we present a high-level functional design of a QoS Manager component
and its integration with the CUPUS middleware and overall OpenIoT platform. A
number of generic use cases are outlined. A concrete case study and prototype
implementation of the QoS Manager are provided in Section 4. Section 5 provides
API specifications and deployment guidelines. In Section 6 we give an overview of
related state-of-the-art approaches focusing on addressing energy-efficient and
optimised sensor data collection, with a focus on solutions addressing mobile
scenarios. Section 0 gives a conclusion and short summary.

Copyright  2014 OpenIoT Consortium
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2 QOS PARAMETERS OF IOT SERVICES
2.1 Utility metrics
Deliverable D4.2.2 provides a detailed review of different IoT utility metrics, including
those related to physical sensors, sensor networks, and virtual sensors. A brief
summary of utility metrics specified in D4.2.2 with regards to physical sensors and
Internet Connected Objects (ICOs) is given below:
•

Quality: quality of sensors that determines the accuracy and sensitivity
of the measurements provided by a sensor.

•

Energy consumption: calculated based on a specified energy model
(e.g., considering the total number/volume of packets/data sent). In
particular, in the case of wireless sensor networks (WSN), energy
consumption is directly associated with the lifetime of the sensor
network.

•

Bandwidth: the bandwidth of a physical sensor refers to a bit-rate
measure, representing the available or consumed data communication
resources expressed in bits per second or multiples of it (bit/s, kbit/s,
Mbit/s, Gbit/s, etc.).

•

Data volume: the volume of data (amount of data) produced by a
physical sensor.

•

Trustworthiness: measured as the trust one can place on a sensor that
it will deliver true measurements in time within the scope of its technical
parameters. Thus, the trustworthiness may be correlated with the quality
of a sensor.

Given that IoT services and applications are generally comprised of a large number
of interconnected sensors, D4.2.2 further specifies utility metrics with regards to
sensor networks and application/service level as follows (for a more comprehensive
list and overview please refer to D4.2.2):
•

System Lifetime: a measure of the longevity of the nodes.

•

Latency: the time delay experienced in a system.

•

Quality: the quality of a sensor network determined by the quality of
data provided in response to a query.

•

Delay and Delay Variation: refer to delay and delay variation in data
collection from nodes.

•

Bandwidth, Capacity and Throughput: indicate the capacity of a
sensor network to send data over a link within a given time.

Copyright  2014 OpenIoT Consortium
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•

Resource Optimization and Cost Efficiency: measures the ability of
the system to maximize the social welfare defined as an efficient
allocation of limited resources in a society to optimize the resource
utilization. Thus, the social welfare of a system is equal to the difference
between the system’s benefit and the system’s cost.

Note that most of the above parameters map to static or semi-static values.
Furthermore, in certain cases, there is a need to address the utility of virtual sensors.
Further details are provided in D4.2.2.
Based on the specification of different utility metrics, deliverable D4.2.2 further
proposes utility functions which use the specified utility metrics to calculate valuation
and cost functions. These utility functions are then used for the purpose of various
optimization techniques, such as optimized data acquisition. Utility-based
optimization mechanisms are addressed in detail in deliverable D5.1.2 and
summarized in the following section.

2.2 Self-management and optimization framework
The utility metrics specified in deliverable D4.2.2 are used to drive utility-based
optimization mechanisms specified in further detail in deliverable D5.1.2. With
respect to optimized data acquisition, deliverable D5.1.2 formulates the optimal data
acquisition problem as a multi-query optimization with the goal of maximizing utility
by using efficient heuristic solutions. Sensing devices are expected to take
measurements only when they are instructed to do so by the OpenIoT Scheduler
component.
Utility maximization refers to the notion of selecting appropriate sensors for providing
measurements, considering the value of the measurements to the queries, the cost
of obtaining such measurements, and exploiting possible common data requirements
among queries.
The proposed utility-based approach maximizes the social welfare, whereby users
and applications can have different data requirements (through different types of
queries), and utility consideration (through different utility functions). The focus is on
optimal usage of ICOs and the data that they provide to the OpenIoT platform.
Considering a potentially very large number of sensors that act as data providers, it
may happen that at different points in time, the OpenIoT platform may need only a
fraction of the data that the complete set of available ICOs supplies.
Deliverable D5.1.2 describes the details of such a utility-based data acquisition
approach, focused on a utility-based optimizer that selects sensors, given the
queries, budget and quality requirements from the OpenIoT Scheduler module.
With this information, the optimizer should use the sensor metadata (e.g., including
location, energy, privacy, etc.) to select a subset of sensors S’ from the global set of
sensors S, such that the valuation minus the cost of using this subset is maximized.

Copyright  2014 OpenIoT Consortium
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2.3 Specification of QoS requirements for mobile IoT applications
While the utility-based optimization framework specified in D5.1.2 provides a number
of generic techniques and algorithms, there is a need to address specific
requirements and applicability pertaining to a mobile context, whereby challenges
arise due to the uncontrolled mobility of sensors and mobile end user devices.
Furthermore, while D5.1.2 focuses primarily on community and participatory sensing,
the focus in this deliverable is on opportunistic sensing, i.e., sensor data is acquired
autonomously and reported to the OpenIoT platform without explicit user intervention,
typically periodically [Ganti2011].
In the scope of WP3 and WP4, deliverables D3.4.2 and D4.5.2 introduce a CloUdbased Publish/Subscribe middleware for mobile internet-connected objects
(CUPUS), enabling context-aware and energy-efficient acquisition and filtering of
sensor data in mobile environments. The described communication model provides
the means for selective acquisition of sensor data from mobile wearable sensors as
well as filtering of sensor data on mobile devices prior to its delivery into the cloud for
further processing. In contrast to existing centralized database solutions that typically
send all sensed data into the cloud, the CUPUS publish/subscribe-based solution
enables flexible and controlled data acquisition and its subsequent transmission into
the cloud only in situations when the sensed data is indeed required by the
application.
The filtering process itself is guided from the cloud based on global sensor data
requirements. Based on received Announce messages, the Cloud-based
Publish/Subscribe Processing Engine (CPSP Engine) knows the locations and
characteristics of all available data sources for a Mobile Crowdsensing (MCS)
application, and can turn them on when their data is needed by sending subscriptions
matching defined data types to mobile brokers running on mobile devices. A main
novelty of CUPUS as compared to existing publish/subscribe solutions is in the
implementation of mobile brokers running on mobile devices.
While the CUPUS architecture supports controlled data acquisition based on global
data requirements, the CPSP engine does not provide further intelligent decisionmaking mechanisms aimed at optimizing sensing data quality and energy
consumption since its main task is to perform efficient matching of sensor data to
subscriptions (i.e., continuous queries) and to deliver sensor measurements to
distributed destinations (e.g., mobile devices) in near real-time.
As discussed previously in the scope of deliverable D5.1.2, cases when redundant
sensed data is available may be envisioned (e.g., due to a large number of sensors
generating data in a certain geographic area), whereby a subset of sensors may be
requested to transmit data, while others may be deactivated. Decisions on
determining an optimal subset of sensors which to keep active in order to meet
subscription requirements may be made based on parameters such as sensor
accuracy, level of trustworthiness, and available battery level.
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The goal of this deliverable is to extend the architecture proposed in deliverable
D4.5.2 by adding support for QoS-based monitoring and management mechanisms
in mobile IoT usage scenarios involving mobile devices with either built-in or
wearable sensors as data sources. Hence, this deliverable focuses on mechanisms
implemented in the scope of a stand-alone QoS Manager component, which interacts
with the CPSP engine and is further integrated with the OpenIoT platform in order to
achieve the following three goals:
1. Context-aware sensing coverage and data quality management:
Ensure that the sensed data received by an end user meets his/her
sensor data demands with established quality thresholds (in terms of
accuracy and frequency of sensor readings) through support of contextaware data acquisition mechanisms, while maintaining energy efficiency.
In other words, for a given geographic area and time interval, the goal is
to acquire a sufficient number of sensor readings from activated sensors
to satisfy the data quality requirements for all active end-user
subscriptions in that area (i.e., global data requirements integrating
individual data demands), thus effectively minimizing energy
consumption.
2. Energy efficiency management: Effectively manage the energy/battery
consumption of sensors/mobile devices in order to maximize battery
lifetime and minimize energy consumption while maintaining a required
level of data quality (in terms of frequency and accuracy of sensor
readings within a certain geographical area).
3. Data dissemination latency management: Ensure timely delivery of
sensor data in accordance with the global and real-time requirements for
such data.
When referring to the previously discussed utility functions, it is noted that in the case
of the QoS Manager, cost may be considered in the context of energy consumption.

Copyright  2014 OpenIoT Consortium
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3 DESIGN OF A QOS MANAGEMENT ARCHITECTURE FOR
MOBILE IOT APPLICATIONS
This section presents the functional design of the QoS Manager component and its
integration with the CUPUS middleware and overall OpenIoT platform. A number of
generic use cases are outlined, while a concrete case study and prototype
implementation are provided in Section 4. The QoS Manager design is primarily
guided by mobile IoT application requirements and publish/subscribe design
principles. It serves as the component which monitors over time the global demand
for sensor data generated by MIOs and manages the data acquisition process from
MIOs to achieve a desired sensing coverage while optimising parameters such as
energy and bandwidth consumption, sensor trustworthiness and/or data propagation
latency.

3.1 Functional architecture
The high-level OpenIoT architecture is portrayed in Figure 1, whereby the QoS
Manager is added to the OpenIoT platform as a stand-alone component interfacing
the CPSP engine. The components highlighted in red pertain to those that are
directly related to the functionality of the QoS Manager.
The QoS Manager is designed to be responsible for two key functionalities: (1) QoS
subscription monitoring and management, whereby the QoS Manager monitors
subscriptions received by the CPSP engine and aggregates multiple sensor data
subscriptions to determine global application requirements with respect to sensor
data acquisition; and (2) QoS publication monitoring and management, whereby the
QoS Manager aggregates monitored sensor data publications, and manages the
sensor data acquisition in order to optimise energy and bandwidth consumption while
meeting application requirements. On the one hand the QoS Manager interacts with
the CPSP engine to monitor its publications and subscriptions, while on the other
hand it integrates the CPSP engine and attached MIOs with the rest of the OpenIoT
platform such that the data published by MIOs are permanently stored within the
Cloud Database (LSM-Light). The QoS Manager has been chosen as a point of
integration with the OpenIoT platform since it monitors all the data acquired through
the CPSP engine and can decide which data needs to be stored permanently in the
OpenIoT RDF store. The QoS Manager stores the data by use of X-GSN which
annotates the data.
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Figure 1 High-level architecture
A detailed QoS Manager architecture is shown in Figure 2. The following elements
are specified:
•

Configuration module: offers an administrative interface for configuring the
decision making engine (in terms of specifying rules and thresholds) and
monitoring agents (initialization).

•

Quality of Service Broker (QoS broker): collects information about all
available data sources in the CUPUS middleware and all currently active user
subscriptions, publishes processed data readings and sends control
messages to the CUPUS middleware based on the QoS Manager decisions.

•

Sensing Quality and Energy Monitoring Agent (SQEMA): collects and
stores target sensor data (specified by current geographic area and mobile
broker ID) regarding sensor data accuracy and reliability for the purpose of
invoking intelligent data acquisition. Furthermore, it collects data on
sensor/mobile device battery level and data volume consumption. Based on
the output of QDMF (see below), it will invoke certain QoS management
activities, such as activation/deactivation of certain sensors based on
application subscription requirements, deactivation of a chosen sensor due to
low battery level, or decreased frequency of sensor readings in order to
reduce energy consumption.
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•

QoS Decision Making Function (QDMF): includes a decision making tree for
making decisions based on collected monitoring data (stored in memory) and
a set of predefined QoS rules and thresholds.

•

Process Monitoring Agent (PMA): collects data on the idle time of a single
process in the system for the last N received and processed messages. Based
on the idle time, and a set splitting and merging threshold, the PMA will invoke
splitting or merging of matcher components in order to reduce system latency.

In line with the utility metrics specified in D4.2.2, for each announced MIO the QoS
Manager can keep track of the following parameters: quality (as a semi-static value,
referring to the accuracy and sensitivity of the measurements provided by a sensor),
energy consumption, trustworthiness (as a semi-static value correlated with the
quality of the sensor), bandwidth and data volume. Note that the QoS Manager has
two interfaces: a web service interface Qw through which it offers its services to other
OpenIoT components and publish/subscribe interface Qp through which it interacts
with the CPSP engine.
Real-time data
presentation

administrative
interface

Qw

web service
interface

Cloud Broker
Pub/Sub
(CPSP engine)

Configuration
module
Configuration
module
monitoringmonitoring
agents agents
QoS Decision
making tree
Memory

QoS
rules

QoS Decision Making
Function (QDMF)

User-Specific
Subscription Definition

SensingSensing
quality quality
and energy
and energy QoS
monitoring
agent agent
monitoring
Broker
(SQEMA)
(SQEMA)

pub/sub
interface

Cloud Broker
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Figure 2 QoS Manager: functional architecture
To illustrate the functionality of the QoS Manager, three QoS management use cases
are outlined, according to the specified requirements in Section 2.3.
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3.2 Use case 1: Sensing quality monitoring and management
The first use case focuses on making smart and informed decisions regarding
sensing data acquisition based on the requirements of existing application
subscriptions in the system (which may be heterogeneous), and the quality, energy
consumption, and trustworthiness of available mobile sensors.
Sensing quality monitoring relates to the overall functionality of QoS subscription
monitoring and management and will be based on the QoS Manager subscribing to a
set of mobile sensors that have announced their presence in a given geographic area
(hence the QoS Manager is aware of both their location and collected data), as
illustrated in Figure 3. Data collected from sensors falling into a certain area which
have been published during a predefined time window is stored by the QoS Manager
and used as input for the QoS decision making process.
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Figure 3 Sensor data quality monitoring
A number of different conditions may be evaluated (based on the sensor data
readings and comparisons) in order to determine the need for data quality
management. Examples are listed below:
1) Are there redundant sensor readings available in a given location?
2) Are there insufficient sensor data readings to provide the target level of data
accuracy?
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3) Are there sensors providing data with large variance as compared to the mean
sensor data readings for a given area (hence indicating corrupt data or fault
issues)?
4) Based on sensor data readings, are there sensors providing data that is falling
outside of expected ranges?
With regards to (3) and (4), the causes of such conclusions can be due to sensor
failure, malicious end users looking to provide corrupt data, or data corruption due to
network transmission errors or losses. The trustworthiness of a given sensor, defined
in D4.2.2 as a measure of the trust one can place on a sensor that it will deliver true
measurements in time within the scope of its technical parameters, may be
considered as a reputation value for a given sensor. This value may be calculated by
the QoS Manager for each Mobile Broker (MB) running on a mobile device, based on
factors such as quality of the given sensor in terms of accuracy, correctness based
on a set of prior sensor readings, and the level of energy consumption.
Example decision outcomes for sensor data quality management (linked to the
overall functionality of QoS publication monitoring and management) are given in
Table 1. For example, knowledge regarding sensor reputation and battery availability
can be utilized to make decisions regarding which sensors to activate in case that
additional data is needed, and which sensors to deactivate in case of the availability
of redundant sensor readings.
Table 1 Example decision outcomes for sensor data quality management
Indication

Potential decision outcome

A given sensor is found to be reporting Deactivate
the
data with large variance or falling out of (unsubscribe).
expected ranges.

given

sensor

Additional data is needed to acquire Activate new sensors in given geographic
reliable data (due to high variability and area
(decision
made
based
on
uncertainty in available data).
reputation, battery level, etc.).
Sufficient data quality can be achieved Deactivate redundant sensors (decision
with fewer active sensors in a given made based on reputation, battery level,
geographic area.
etc.).
Where applicable, the utility functions outlined in D4.2.2 may be utilized by the QoS
Manager in making decisions with regards to activation/deactivation of sensors.
Further, the optimization technique discussed in D5.1.2 proposes formulating and
solving an optimization problem to calculate an optimal sensor allocation scheme in a
mobile context. A myopic approach is discussed, in which utility is maximized at a
current time slot without considering the future state of the system. Given the highly
dynamic nature of mobile sensors, and potential scalability and performance issues
related to solving the posed optimization problem, a simplified approach may be
adopted.
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3.3 Use case 2: Energy monitoring and management
Use case 2 is designed to illustrate the procedures related to management of the
energy/battery consumption of sensors/mobile devices with the goal being to
maximize battery lifetime and minimize energy consumption while maintaining a
required level of data quality (in terms of frequency and accuracy of sensor
readings). Energy monitoring will be based on data collected by two types of probes,
both running on the mobile device implementing the Mobile Broker (MB):
1. Battery level probe: will report on the available battery level of both the
Mobile Broker and the Mobile Sensor.
2. Data volume probe: will report on the volume of data sent (from sensor to
MB, and from MB to the CPSP engine) within a predefined time interval.
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Figure 4 Energy monitoring
In the scenario illustrated in Figure 4, the QoS Manager subscribes via the CPSP
engine to sensor data (in addition to sensor readings, this data will include battery
level and data volume) from a MB. The QoS Manager implements an energy
consumption model and stores data in its memory. The QoS decision making engine
checks whether battery level is below a given threshold (or energy consumption is
above a given threshold). If so, it passes a “reconfiguration” message to the QoS
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Manager specifying a certain action (e.g., for a given MB identifier, reduce the
frequency of data harvesting). The QoS Manager then passes this information to the
CPSP engine via the publish/subscribe interface which forwards this message to the
MB. In a different example, an invoked QoS management action may be the
deactivation of a given sensor node whose battery level has been found to be below
a set threshold.

3.4 Use case 3: Process monitoring and management
Process monitoring is based on the processing time of a matching algorithm on the
CPSP engine, with the goal being to maintain system latency at an acceptable level.
The Process Monitoring Agent (PMA) will trigger splitting or merging of matcher
components based on the idle time of a single process for the last N received and
processed messages, and a set splitting and merging threshold. The corresponding
procedure is illustrated in Figure 5.

QoS	
  Manager

CPSP	
  engine

Collect idle time per process
Measure idle time of each process for last N messages

Estimate CPSP engine processing time
Report idle time per process

Check if idle time < splitting threshold or idle time > merging threshold

Decision making engine: determine need for reconfiguration
case: reconfig. needed: split matcher x
Allocate additional processing resources and create new matcher

Figure 5 Delay monitoring: initial service establishment delay
In the case that processing time is measured as passing a certain threshold, the QoS
Manager will inform the CPSP engine that additional processing resources are
needed. New resources can be initiated by the CPSP engine by way of splitting the
matchmaking decision tree and passing part of the tree to a new process. Otherwise,
if the processing time is below a certain threshold, the QoS Manager will inform the
CPSP engine that components can be merged together.
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4 QOS MONITORING AND MANAGEMENT
CROWDSENSING USE CASE

IN

THE

URBAN

This section presents the implementation of a QoS Manager component in the scope
of an urban mobile crowdsensing use case. The notion of crowdsensing presents a
relatively novel approach to obtaining knowledge through active citizen involvement.
Citizens are enablers for community sensing where sensors and mobile devices
jointly collect and share data of interest to observe and measure phenomena over a
larger geographic area. It benefits from a large number of simple sensing devices
which are able to produce detailed context information about a user or his/her
environment. The Urban Air Quality Crowdsensing use case developed at UNIZGFER is realized through an opportunistic Mobile Crowdsensing application involving
volunteers carrying smartphones and air quality sensors that contribute the sensed
data to the OpenIoT platform through the CUPUS middleware. Application users are
potentially all citizens interested in the detailed air quality in their close vicinity or in
their city.
Benefits obtained through implementation of the QoS Manager include the following:
1. Improved energy- and bandwidth-efficiency by context-aware and flexible data
acquisition from sensors. By monitoring which sensors are active in a given
geographic area, and their current battery level, decisions are made with
regards to activation/deactivation of sensors based on global application
needs.
2. Improved load balancing and elasticity of the CPSP engine, in order to control
and limit system latency due to potentially large processing delay of the
engine caused by high load.
The description in the remainder of the section pertains specifically to proof-ofconcept implementation of the QoS Manager in the context of the D6.4
Environmental Monitoring Application, that will implement the Urban Air Quality
Crowdsensing use case. Note that the QoS Manager component can be easily
extended for other use case scenarios. More specifically, the QoS Manager
communication infrastructure (i.e. publish/subscribe interface) is use case
independent. QoS Manager functionality can be applied to any type of data, however
the proposed QoS Decision Making Function described in Section 4.4 is specific for
air quality monitoring. We note that for other scenarios (e.g. traffic monitoring)
different QoS parameters can be used (e.g. more frequent sensor readings, different
sensor accuracy requirements, different number of required sensors per area, etc.).
Additionally, we assume that all sensors being referred are mobile, provide the same
type of data, and have the same technical characteristics.

4.1 Utility metrics for the Urban Crowdsensing use case
Analogous to the utility metrics defined in D4.2.2 for a number of chosen use cases,
we identify the following relevant utility metrics for the Urban Air Quality
Crowdsensing use case:
•

Location: only those sensors in the geographic locations relevant to existing
queries (subscriptions) provide value in terms of utility.
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•

•

•

Accuracy: depending on the accuracy of the sensor observations (e.g.,
accuracy of the air quality monitor), a particular sensor may have less value to
the target query.
Trustworthiness: the data for certain observations may be overlapping when
two or more sensors provide it for the same area. However, sensors deployed
by a trustworthy source may be given more weight than, for instance, a homemade sensor provided by an anonymous citizen.
Acquisition rate: even if a sensor is able to provide the expected
measurements at the requested location, the rate at which the data is
gathered is another important metric. Whether air quality levels are measured
every week or every hour of the day, makes a difference at the time of taking
decisions. This can also be added to the utility function.

4.2 QoS Manager implementation
In this section we present the main functionalities of the implemented QoS Manager
prototype proposed as a stand-alone component interfacing the CUPUS middleware.
It performs the following tasks:
1. receives publications (i.e., sensor readings) from the CUPUS middleware,
2. receives subscriptions from the CUPUS middleware,
3. monitors and manages QoS subscriptions and QoS publications derived from
received subscriptions and publications,
4. monitors energy consumption for each data source announced in the system,
5. makes decisions based on collected monitoring data and predefined rules and
thresholds,
6. sends control messages for data sources to the CUPUS middleware,
7. publishes average sensor readings for the observed area, and
8. forwards collected data readings to the OpenIoT platform via X-GSN.
As already stated, the QoS Manager has to administrate the sensing process from
various data sources in the system. For that purpose, the QoS Manager implements
a special type of broker entity (QoS broker) (as shown in Figure 2). The QoS broker
enables communication between the QoS Manager and the CUPUS middleware in
accordance with the publish/subscribe protocol over the Qp publish/subscribe
interface. Since the QoS broker serves as a proxy for the QoS Manager, it supports
all methods specified for the CPSP engine (defined in D4.5.2) which are invoked by
the QoS Manager. It is used to collect information about all available data sources in
the CUPUS middleware, as well as their sensor data readings, to publish processed
data readings, and to collect all currently active user subscriptions. Additionally, the
QoS broker sends control messages to the CUPUS middleware based on the QoS
Manager decisions. This way, the CPSP engine can turn sensors on/off when
needed, by forwarding subscriptions/unsubscriptions received from the QoS broker to
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them. The QoS Manager stores in memory all received publications and
subscriptions during their validity periods, for later use by the QoS logic component.
To limit the amount of memory used by the QoS Manager operation, we limit the time
window for publication storage to 30 minutes and calculate average sensor readings
also for this time window.
The QoS Manager is responsible for two key functionalities: (1) QoS subscription
monitoring and management, whereby the QoS Manager aggregates CUPUS
subscriptions and determines global application requirements with respect to sensor
data acquisition from mobile sources which are integrated through the CUPUS
middleware; and (2) QoS publication monitoring and management, whereby the QoS
Manager aggregates monitored sensor data publications, and manages the sensor
data acquisition in order to optimize energy and bandwidth consumption, while
meeting application requirements. The QoS Manager is aware of all user requests
that exist in a particular geographic area, as well as all sensor nodes announced in
the system. Geographic areas are divided in accordance with the military grid
reference system (MGRS)1 where each grid square has a side length of 1 kilometer.
A geolocation of a mobile sensor node is mapped to the corresponding MGRS area
unique identifier where the node is currently residing.
The QoS subscription monitoring and management task is mainly related to contextaware sensed data quality management, i.e., the QoS Manager is aware of current
global requirements in the system and can additionally subscribe to a set of available
mobile sensors that have announced their presence in a certain geographic area, in
case such additional subscriptions are needed. In addition, external components
which are part of the OpenIoT platform can define subscriptions through the web
service interface of the QoS Manager, Qw. The QoS publication monitoring and
management task is related to energy-efficient sensor data quality management:
Based on reported MIO battery levels as well as rules and thresholds obtained from
the configuration module, the QoS Manager decides about activation/deactivation of
available data sources with the goal being to optimize their energy and bandwidth
consumption.
Additionally, the QoS Manager is responsible for processing received data readings
and periodically calculating average data values for each observed MGRS area in
the system. For that purpose, all sensor publications are stored in memory for a
certain time period (for prototype purposes, a period of 30 minutes was chosen).
Another core functionality of the QoS Manager is to provide sensor data readings to
the rest of the OpenIoT platform. After receiving sensor publications, it immediately
locates relevant virtual sensors and pushes their sensed data to the X-GSN
component that is in charge of storing annotated data in the LSM-Light component.
The QoS Manager is in charge of registering and maintaining virtual sensor instances
which represent mobile sensor nodes inside a CUPUS middleware (one X-GSN
virtual sensor is created per each MGRS area), and publication of sensor data
readings collected by the CUPUS middleware to X-GSN virtual sensors (explained in
further details in Section 4.6).

1

The military grid reference system (MGRS)
by NATO militaries for locating points on the earth.
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4.3 QoS Manager interactions
Figure 6 depicts the interaction between components when a QoS Manager is
deployed together with the CUPUS middleware. The following components are used:
•
•

•

•

The QoS Manager which orchestrates data sources to minimize resource
consumption during the sensing process,
A data consumer, which is a representation of an end-user that has
requested processed data based on sensor readings from other users, and
thus implements a subscriber entity to set up an appropriate request and to
be notified when requirements from the request are met.
A data source component, which is a representation of a physical sensor or
any other data source connected to the CUPUS middleware (either a
publisher or mobile broker entity). A publisher entity is used when the data
source is sending its data regardless of its current context (e.g., a fixed
weather station that has calibrated equipment installed) while a mobile broker
entity is more suited for mobile sources with limited resources (e.g., a
smartphone which sends data only when someone is interested in it). In this
scenario, the data source is implemented as a mobile broker entity connected
to a physical sensor which can produce various sensor readings.
The CPSP engine is used for processing collected data, matching of active
subscriptions to publications, and delivery of matching publications to
subscribers.

As already stated, the QoS Manager includes a QoS broker which receives all
subscriptions (e.g., a user subscription so that it can activate the most appropriate
data sources) and publications from the CPSP engine (e.g., a sensor reading needed
for determining the data source priority level). It collects raw sensor readings,
processes them, and finally sends processed information back to the CPSP engine
which later on disseminates it to end users. Thus, the QoS Manager is also a
publisher for the CPSP engine. To be able to monitor end user subscriptions and to
serve user requests for average sensor reading within relevant MGRS areas, the
QoS Manager first has to announce itself as a publisher in all these MGRS areas.
Moreover, it serves as a publisher to a special publish/subscribe data channel
through which control messages are sent to all data sources which need to be
managed by the QoS Manager so as to switch them on/off.
Let us explain the sequence diagram in Figure 6. The QoS Manager first announces
itself as a data source for all MGRS areas which it wants to manage. Next, it
subscribes to all sensor readings within the areas of its interest to be able to receive
and process MIO data generated within the areas of interest. Additionally, it collects
the actual subscriptions from data consumers with respect to its MGRS areas and
consistent with its previous Announce message, to monitor and aggregate user
subscriptions in order to determine an appropriate configuration for data acquisition
to satisfy the current subscriptions. In Figure 6 we can see that when a new data
consumer connects to the CPSP engine and subscribes for sensor readings in the
observed MGRS area, the CPSP engine forwards this subscription to the QoS
Manager since it is a potential data source for this area. The QoS Manager stores the
received subscription and tries to find sensors in the observed area that can satisfy
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the received subscription (if there are any registered in the relevant area). If there are
already sufficient active sensors that can satisfy the received subscription, any
redundant sensors within the area are deactivated.

Figure 6 The QoS Manager interactions with the CUPUS middleware
When a new data source (e.g., a Mobile Broker) connects to the CPSP engine, first it
needs to subscribe to the QoS Manager control channel with its own identifier to
receive notifications addressed to it from the QoS Manager. Additionally, it
announces characteristics of its data source, starts to publish sensor readings if it
has previously received matching subscriptions from the CPSP engine, and finally
the CPSP engine forwards those sensor readings to the QoS Manager.
When the first reading arrives from a new data source within an MGRS area, the
QoS Manager stores the information about the new data source including MIO
battery level and compares the sensor data with active subscriptions for the area.
The sensing process on this data source lasts as long as the QoS Manager
evaluates that it needs the data from this data source because of end user
subscriptions for the area, and that there are no data sources with more favourable
battery levels or other cost/utility metrics.
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Additionally, a data consumer can subscribe to receive average readings for an
MGRS area. After receiving such subscriptions, the QoS Manager calculates
average sensor readings for the area taking into account the readings received within
the last 30 minutes and publishes the average reading through the CPSP engine
which disseminates it to all data consumers that are interested in it.

4.4 QoS Decision Making Function
The QoS Decision Making Function (QDMF) is a core component of the QoS
Manager whose main objective is to identify the best subset of available data sources
(i.e. sensor nodes) that can fulfil end-user requests, while achieving energy efficiency
in the data acquisition process by deactivating all currently unnecessary (redundant)
sensor nodes.
The prerequisite for QoS subscriptions and QoS publications monitoring and
management is to partition by MGRS areas, all received publications and
subscriptions. This way, the monitoring and management process is efficient since
the decision whether a publication can satisfy current user subscriptions is limited to
a single MGRS area.
Additionally, the QoS Manager takes care about active and inactive data sources in
the area, as well as maintains the list of active subscriptions for each data source
and the set of all possible candidates (i.e. inactive data sources) for each active
subscription in the area. This enables efficient sensor management given that if the
QDMF decides to turn off a sensor node, it can easily identify whether for each active
subscription of an observed sensor node there exists a substitute sensor node that
can be activated.
Furthermore, the QoS Manager maintains valid sensor announcements and user
subscriptions in memory, and if it discovers invalidated announcements or
subscriptions, it removes them from the memory as well as all of their associated
assignments. In other words, for every invalidated subscription, the QoS Manager
finds all active sensor nodes that are producing data to answer those subscription
requests and inactivates them if they do not have other active subscriptions
requesting their sensor readings. For every invalidated sensor announcement (i.e.
the announcement validity time has expired), the QoS Manager attempts to find a
substitute sensor data source. The maintenance of all active data structures in the
QoS Manager component is made periodically.
The main segment of the QDMF component is the QoS decision making tree which
makes decisions based on collected data and predefined rules and thresholds
(Figure 7). When the QoS Manager component is initialized, it first sets parameters
obtained from the configuration module. The two key parameters that the
configuration module has to specify are:
1. The maximum number of active sensor nodes whose sensor readings are
needed per geographic area in order to meet the requirements of a given
application (in the scope of this case study, this refers to the Air Quality
monitoring application). We note that we do not distinguish between different
locations within a given MGRS area, but rather consider only whether or not a
given sensor falls into an MGRS area. Moreover, the maximum number of
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active sensor nodes can be dynamically changed while the QoS Manager
component is running.
2. Battery level thresholds (in terms of percent of available remaining battery
lifetime) determining whether a given sensor or mobile device has “high” or
“low” battery lifetime.

Figure 7 QoS Manager decision tree as implemented in the case study
(Example: Decision about deactivation of a new sensor node that can fulfil
subscription requirements)
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Every decision of the QoS Manager is made taking into account the aforementioned
parameters. The main goal of the QoS Manager is to satisfy all received user
subscriptions with the biggest possible energy savings on the sensor nodes.
Additionally, there must be enough sensor readings for each subscription in the
observed area to satisfy the required data quality for the observed subscription. To
achieve these goals, the QoS Manager will always try to activate the best sensor
nodes in the observed area, in this case determined based on available battery
lifetime. We note that this valuation function may be extended to consider a wider
scope of parameters (e.g., trustworthiness, sensor quality in terms of
accuracy/precision, cost, etc.) as discussed further in D4.2.2. However, for
simplification purposes we focus only on battery level as the main factor
distinguishing between sensors (as mentioned, in the given use case, all sensors are
the same in terms of technical characteristics).
If there are no active sensors in a given area, and only one sensor candidate with a
low battery level is available when a new user subscription arrives, then this
candidate is activated (assuming that priority is given to satisfying user
subscriptions). If the QoS Manager component dynamically determines that the
battery level of certain previously active sensors has dropped below a given
threshold, new data sources with “high” available battery lifetime are activated. In the
remainder of this section, the processing of new sensor publications and user
subscriptions is explained in more detail.

4.4.1 Arrival of a new sensor publication
Figure 8 shows the actions that the QoS Manager has to perform when a new sensor
publication arrives.
Since the QoS Manager does not receive sensor announcements, but only sensor
publications, for each data source the QoS Manager first has to determine if a given
sensor was already previously announced or not. If a data source (e.g., sensor x) has
entered the system for the first time, the QoS Manager collects its available battery
level and calculates the priority level for activation of sensor x.
Priority level calculation is based on battery thresholds that are given in the
configuration file as shown in Table 2. Each data source has one of three possible
priority levels, where level one indicates high available battery levels for both mobile
device and sensor node, and level three indicates low battery level.
Table 2 Logic related to assigning sensor priority levels
(note: additional criteria may also be considered, such as trust score, quality level,
cost, etc.)
Priority level

Criteria

1

battery level > high threshold

2

low threshold < battery level < high
threshold
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3

battery level < low threshold

Figure 8 Arrival of a new sensor publication
Afterwards, sensor x is stored in the set of sensors corresponding to an observed
area, and the QoS Manager saves the received publication of sensor x as its
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announcement (i.e., the QoS Manager saves all data types that this data source can
produce). Additionally, the QoS Manager searches for all subscriptions in this area,
and if they exist, for each subscription that sensor x can satisfy, a decision is made
as to whether sensor x has to be deactivated (and consequently added to a set of
potential candidates for the observed subscription), or whether it should continue with
the sensing process.
Initially, every new sensor node produces sensing data if it satisfies at least one
subscription, and it will be deactivated based on the QoS Manager decision. This
deactivation function takes into account sensor x priority level, as well as a set of
already active sensors providing data for an observed subscription. If there were no
previously active sensors for a given subscription, sensor x will stay active despite its
priority level because, again the main goal is to always satisfy user subscriptions
(i.e., although sensor x has the lowest priority level, it will remain active). Otherwise, if
there are active sensor nodes that satisfy this subscription, sensor x will remain
active only if its priority level is above a given threshold and there are not enough
active sensor nodes for an observed subscription.
If sensor x was previously announced and did not change its location in the
meantime, the QoS Manager will check whether the time since its available battery
level was updated is greater than 5 minutes, and if it is, new available battery levels
will be recorded for sensor x. Otherwise, if sensor x has updated its location since the
last announcement in the system, the QoS Manager has to take certain actions:
•

•

•

Since the QoS Manager monitors active subscriptions per each active sensor in
the area (i.e., if a sensor is active, it is producing data for at least one
subscription, and this subscription is marked as an active subscription of the
observed sensor), first every active subscription of observed sensor x has to be
removed, and sensor x has to be removed from the set of announced sensors in
its previous (old) area.
Additionally, the QoS Manager tries to find substitute sensors for each of the
active subscriptions that observed sensor x had in its old area. For that purpose,
the QoS Manager maintains a special data structure in which it stores sensor
candidates per each subscription in the system. This means that if a sensor node
can produce data required by some subscription, and there are already enough
active sensors in this area, the QoS Manager will deactivate this sensor and add
it to a set of possible (future) candidates. When a substitute sensor node is found,
the QoS Manager has to activate this sensor by sending a control message, and
mark this sensor as active in an observed area, as well as add the observed
subscription to a list of active subscriptions for this substitute sensor node. Since
this substitute sensor will now become an active sensor in the area, in addition to
this observed subscription, all of its inactive subscriptions (i.e. subscription for
which this substitute sensor was a possible candidate) have to be put in the list of
active subscriptions for the substitute sensor node.
On the other hand, if sensor x did not belong to a set of active sensors in the
given area, then the QoS Manager has to check whether sensor x was a possible
candidate for any subscription(s) in the old area, and if it was, remove sensor x
from this set. Further on, the QoS Manager updates the sensor x announcement,
stores sensor x in a set of sensors in the new area, and checks whether it has to
be activated in new area, in the same way as previously described.
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Finally, the QoS Manager stores the received publication in memory.
4.4.2 Arrival of a new user subscription
Figure 9 depicts actions that the QoS Manager has to perform when a new
subscription arrives.

Figure 9 Arrival of new subscription
When a new end-user subscription arrives, the QoS Manager first checks the
subscription type. Each subscription can be defined as a subscription to individual
sensor readings, or to average sensor readings in the observed area. If subscription
type equals AverageReading, the QoS broker will subscribe to all possible individual
sensor data types in an observed area and calculate the average value for each
sensor data type. Average values are calculated for all sensor publications in the last
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30 minute period in an observed area. If subscription type equals SensorReading,
the QoS Manager will store the subscription in the list of subscriptions for an
observed area, and try to find announced sensors from this area that can satisfy the
user subscription. First, the QoS Manager component tries to find already active
sensors in this area, as well as inactive sensors that satisfy the observed
subscription. Afterwards, the QoS Manager decides which sensors will answer the
observed subscription. This decision function gives higher priority to already active
sensors, and if they already satisfy the required data quality for the observed
subscription, then no new sensors will activated. Otherwise, the QoS Manager will
activate the best possible candidates for the observed subscription. All decisions take
into account available battery levels of active sensor nodes and possible sensor
candidates. If the available battery level of some active sensor nodes drops below a
certain threshold, the QoS Manager will attempt to find a substitute sensor node.

4.5 QoS monitoring agents
The QoS Manager component implements the Sensing Quality and Energy
Monitoring Agent (SQEMA), while the Process Monitoring Agent (PMA) is located
within the CUPUS middleware, more specifically inside the CPSP engine.
4.5.1 Sensing Quality and Energy Monitoring Agent (SQEMA)
As previously mentioned, SQEMA collects and stores target sensor data (specified
by geographic area and Mobile Broker ID) for the purpose of determining sensor data
accuracy and reliability as well as sensor/mobile device battery levels and data
volume consumption for the purpose of invoking intelligent data acquisition.
In the current prototype implementation, SQEMA monitors whether there is a
sufficient amount of collected sensor readings in an observed area, i.e., it checks
whether there are sufficient active sensor nodes per each end-user subscription in
the system. If SQEMA determines that sufficient data quality can be achieved with
the current number of active sensors in the given geographic area (i.e., the number
of active sensors is equal to the number of active sensors per area specified in the
configuration file), it will instruct the QoS broker to publish control message to the
CPSP engine instructing it to turn off other sensor nodes in the observed area.
Further, the SQEMA agent is responsible for monitoring data source battery levels
and taking necessary actions to improve overall sensor lifetime. As already stated,
each time when a new data source is announced in the system, SQEMA collects its
battery level (both sensor and mobile phone available battery level) and reports it to
the QoS logic component which then decides about the data source priority level.
Since a mobile broker is instructed to report its available battery level with each
publication, SQEMA can easily detect its battery level and update its priority level if
necessary.
To avoid constantly checking a Mobile Broker’s available battery, SQEMA is
instructed to run periodically every 5 minutes to collect available battery levels and
update data source priority if necessary, unless a previously announced data source
changes its geographical position and enters a new area. In that case, SQEMA
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reports its battery level, no matter when the last report was performed. To decide
which priority level to assign to a data source, the QoS logic component uses low
and high battery level thresholds which are parameters defined in the configuration
file and can be changed on-the-fly. Additionally, SQEMA is in charge of collecting
and storing all sensor publications in the observed area and periodically calculates
average sensor readings per each data type for every geographical area. The
average sensor readings are created and published every 15 minutes based on the
collected data in the last 30 minutes period. All publications that fall out of the 30
minutes time window are erased from the QoS Manager memory.
4.5.2 Process Monitoring Agent (PMA)
The PMA is logically a part of the QoS Manager but is implemented remotely as a
part of the CPSP engine. Its main functionality is to take care of load balancing in the
cloud, i.e. it is responsible for the elasticity and scalability of the system which is
achieved through the splitting and merging of matcher components. The CPSP
engine implements a flat cloud broker architecture which is composed of independent
matcher components in parallel and the central coordinator responsible for matcher
management. Both the splitting and merging are triggered by the idle time of a single
process for the last N received and processed messages, where N, splitting
threshold and merging threshold are parameters of the engine.
As already stated, the coordinator initiates splitting and merging actions based on the
maintained idle time of a single process. The splitting of a matcher is initiated when
idle time of the matcher process in the window of N last received messages is
smaller than a given threshold, i.e., when the matching process is active throughout
the time span of the window, expressed as the percentage of the total window time. If
the idle time is less than the given splitting threshold, a splitting trigger is fired. Since
the observed matcher is under high load, i.e., it takes too much time to process
incoming messages, the subscription structure needs to be reduced. To reduce the
load on the matcher, half of the subscription structure is forwarded to a newly created
matcher. The coordinator is in charge of matcher management, since it has
knowledge about all other components within the CUPUS middleware. The
coordinator creates a new matcher and forwards to it subscriptions that are served by
the old (splitting) matcher. The old matcher is notified about the success of the
splitting process, so it can remove the now moved subscriptions from its structure.
The merging of a matcher is initiated when the maximal processing time in the
window of N last publication matching is less than a given threshold, i.e. when all
publications in the window were processed in lower processing time than the defined
threshold. This criterion is, like the splitting criterion, chosen for its robustness with
regard to sudden spikes in processing times. If two matcher components have to be
merged, the one that initiated the merging process will send its substructure inside a
Matcher Merging message to the coordinator, which will forward all its subscriptions
to the matcher which is going to take over them and then destroy the old matcher
component. Load balancing in the cloud is described in more detail in deliverable
D4.5.2.
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4.6 QoS Manager communication with the OpenIoT platform
The QoS Manager has been chosen as a point of integration with the OpenIoT
platform since it monitors all the data acquired through the CPSP engine and can
decide which data needs to be stored permanently in the OpenIoT RDF store. In this
subsection we provide description of the QoS Manager interactions with the rest of
the OpenIoT platform.
4.6.1 Registration of a new virtual sensor through X-GSN
The QoS Manager component provides the data from active mobile sensors inside
the CUPUS middleware to the rest of the OpenIoT platform. All sensor readings are
transmitted through the X-GSN component and stored in the LSM-Light component.
Since the X-GSN does not directly interact with real physical sensors but with their
virtual sensor representations, besides mobile sensor nodes, the QoS Manager also
has to maintain virtual sensor instances that provide sensor data for the X-GSN. In
order to link geographically close sensor data readings, each geographical area (i.e.
MGRS area) is represented as one virtual sensor in the X-GSN component as shown
in Figure 10. When a mobile sensor is located inside a specific area, the QoS
Manager component finds a corresponding virtual sensor which will serve as a
gateway to the X-GSN. In case this is the first mobile data source announced in an
observed geographical area, the prerequisite for sending sensor data to the X-GSN
is to register a new virtual sensor instance in the X-GSN. Each virtual sensor is
represented with virtual_sensor.xml file which has the wrapper information and
associated virtual_sensor.metadata file which provides metadata about the virtual
sensor for LSM-Light. Before starting the registration process, the QoS Manager
automatically generates those two files. Since all virtual sensor instances have the
same characteristics (i.e. they provide the same data types - temperature, humidity,
pressure, carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide and sulphur dioxide) it is necessary that
each virtual sensor has a unique identifier. For that purpose, a geographical area
identifier is used as the virtual sensor identifier, and the centre of the MGRS area is
given as the geolocation of a virtual sensor. All sensed data from mobile data
sources located within a geographical area covered by a virtual sensor are
transmitted to the X-GSN component via this virtual sensor instance. After creating
.xml and .metadata files, the QoS Manager remotely installs the virtual sensor in XGSN and registers the metadata to LSM-Light through a REST service.
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Figure 10 Example assignment of virtual sensors to MGRS areas.
(All physical sensors in a given area are mapped to corresponding virtual sensors).
4.6.2 Sensor data transmission to the OpenIoT platform
When a virtual sensor instance is successfully registered with the X-GSN, data
readings from mobile data sources located inside the virtual sensor geographical
area can be transmitted to the X-GSN. For every active mobile sensor node inside
the CUPUS middleware, the QoS Manager finds the corresponding virtual sensor
and pushes sensor data readings to the X-GSN immediately after receiving them.
Inside the X-GSN component, a MobileSensorsWrapper is located which receives
data from virtual sensor instances and stores them in the LSM-Light. The X-GSN
maps each virtual sensor to a unique port through which the data is sent inside UDP
packets. Apart from sensor data readings (i.e. temperature, humidity, pressure, etc.),
we include the exact geolocation of a mobile sensor and send it the X-GSN. This
way, if somebody is interested in data readings of a specific mobile sensor node,
he/she can access those readings through the LSM-Light component.

4.6.3 Interactions with the OpenIoT platform
Figure 11 depicts interactions between the QoS Manager component and the
OpenIoT platform. The CPSP engine provides sensor readings from mobile sensors
to the QoS Manager and the rest of the OpenIoT platform. Moreover, as the engine
does not include a permanent storage, but rather performs the matching and
forwarding of mobile sensor data, the QoS Manager stores sensor data in memory
only for a 30 minutes period. All sensor data requiring permanent storage are stored
and maintained in LSM-Light.
To enable the forwarding of mobile sensor readings from the CPSP engine to the
OpenIoT platform, the engine regards the QoS Manager component as a general
subscriber to all publications and forwards all sensor readings to the QoS Manager
as previously described in Section 4.2. When the QoS Manager receives a new
sensor publication, it checks if in the observed area there exists a virtual sensor that
is previously registered with the X-GSN component, and if not, the QoS Manager will
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first register a new virtual sensor with X-GSN. Afterwards, the QoS Manager forwards
received sensor readings to the X-GSN through the virtual sensor instance in which
the mobile sensor is currently located. The X-GSN component registers the virtual
sensor and stores received data streams for the corresponding virtual sensor
instance in the LSM-Light. All sensor readings for which there is current interest,
either among subscribers of the CUPUS middleware or among the OpenIoT platform
users, are forwarded to the OpenIoT platform. Otherwise, the readings from
inactivated publishers are not forwarded to the OpenIoT platform. Note that a
publisher on a mobile device is active if the mobile broker running on the device has
received subscriptions matching publisher data from the CPSP engine, and the QoS
Manager did not turn it off.

Figure 11 Sensor data transmission to the OpenIoT platform
As already stated, the QoS Manager has a web service interface Qw through which it
offers its services to other OpenIoT components. For example, if a user of the
OpenIoT platform wants to know available mobile data sources in his/her close
vicinity, a user can find out a specific MGRS area from the latitude and longitude of
his/her current location. Afterwards, he/she can request information about all
currently available mobile sensor nodes in a corresponding MGRS area as shown in
Figure 12.
Moreover, a user can activate some of those sensors by defining a new subscription
in the observed area, as depicted in Figure 13. When the QoS Manager receives
such a request, the QoS broker will subscribe to all available sensor data sources in
the area and find all available mobile sensors. If there were no previously active
sensor nodes in this area (i.e. a sensor was not producing data), the QoS Manager
will make decisions with regards to turning on any required new sensor nodes and
send them control messages via the CPSP engine to activate their sensing process.
Mobile data sources will only start producing sensor data after receiving such
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instructions. The data is subsequently disseminated to the QoS Manager and stored
in the Cloud Database, as previously described and depicted in Figure 11.

Figure 12 Retrieving of all available sensor nodes in a specific MGRS area

Figure 13 Activation of new sensor nodes by defining a subscription for a
specific MGRS area
Additionally, a user of the OpenIoT platform can (via a web interface) also access
active data sources inside a specific area, as well as currently valid subscriptions in
the area. Moreover, he/she can request average data readings for a specific MGRS
area, and all sensor nodes announced in the CUPUS middleware. Furthermore, a
user can change configuration parameters and find out the exact geocoordinates of a
specific MGRS area. All available web services are defined and described in more
detail in Section 5.
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5 API SPECIFICATIONS AND EXAMPLES
This section is devoted to the presentation of the QoS Manager component that
enables a user/developer to download, install and use the entities of the developed
QoS Manager web service.
As already stated, the OpenIoT QoS Manager accepts all messages from the
CUPUS middleware. After processing the messages, the QoS Manager entity
administrates the data acquisition process from various data sources in the system,
collects all readings, and publishes average sensor readings within the observed
area.

5.1 Main Released Functionalities & Services
The current release of the OpenIoT QoS Manager implements the
functionalities/capabilities that are reflected in the interface listed in Table 3, while
service descriptions as well as their inputs and outputs are listed in
Table 4.
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Table 3 List of primitives comprising the implemented QoS Manager

<<interface>>
QoSManager
--setBatteryLevels (double highPriorityLevel, double lowPriorityLevel): void
setNumberOfActiveSensors (int numOfActiveSensors): void
getAllAvailableSensors (): Set<String>
defineNewSubscriptionInArea (String area): void
getAllSensorsInArea (String area): Set<String>
getActiveSensorsInArea (String area): Set<String>
getAllSubscriptionsInArea (String area): List<TripletSubscription>
getAverageSensorReadingsInArea(String area): HashtablePublication
getLatLongFromArea (String area): List<Float>
getAreaFromLatLong (double lat, double lng, int accuracy): String

Table 4 Implemented QoS Manager API definition
Service Name

setBatteryLevels

setNumberOfActive
Sensors

Input
double
highBatteryLevel,
double
lowBatteryLevel
int
numberOfActive
Sensors

getAllAvailableSensors
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Output

Info

void

A method used to set high and
low battery level boundaries.

void

A method used to set maximal
number of active sensors in the
observed area.

Set<String>

Used to get all currently
announced sensors in the
system.
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defineNewSubscription
InArea

String area

void

Used to subscribe to all
available data types in the
specific area.

getAllSensorsInArea

String area

Set<String>

Used to get all sensors
announced in the specific area.

getActiveSensorsIn
Area

String area

Set<String>

Used to get all active sensors in
the specific area.

getAllSubscriptionsIn
Area

String area

List<TripletSu
bscription>

Used to get all end-user
subscriptions in the specific
area.

getAverageSensor
ReadingsInArea

String area

Hashtable
Publication

A method used to get average
sensor readings in the observed
area.

getLatLongFromArea

String area

List<Float>

A method used to return latitude
and longitude for the specific
area.

String

A method used to return area
identifier for a specific latitude
and longitude.

float lat,
getAreaFromLatLong

float lng,
int accuracy

5.2 Download, Deploy & Run
5.2.1 Developer
5.2.1.1 System requirements
All that is necessary to build this project is Java 7.0 (Java SDK 1.7) or later, Maven
3.0 or later, and the CUPUS library installed in your local maven repository. The
application that this project produces is designed to be run on JBoss Enterprise
Application Platform 6 or JBoss AS 7.1.
In order to deploy the QoS Manager, please provide all initial parameters in the
OpenIoT properties file located in JBOSS configuration folder jboss-as7.1.1.Final/standalone/configuration. The connection pool class will read all the
configuration values from this file to initialize the QoS Manager and connect to the
rest of OpenIoT platform. An example specifying configuration parameters located
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into openiot.properties file that are required for the QoS Manager are given in Section
5.3.
5.2.1.2 Download
To download the QoS Manager’s source code, use your favourite git client and
retrieve the code from one of the following URLs:
•
•

HTTPS: https://github.com/OpenIotOrg/openiot.git
SSH: git@github.com:OpenIotOrg/openiot.git

The QoS Manager is available under the “openiot/modules/QoSManager” folder.
5.2.1.3 Deploy from the source code
If you have not yet done so, you must Configure Maven before using any maven
commands over OpenIoT modules. After that:
•

To Start the JBoss Enterprise Application Platform 6 or JBoss AS 7.1 with the
Web Profile:
1. Open a command line and navigate to the root of the JBoss server
directory.
2. The following shows the command line to start the server with the web
profile:
o For Linux: JBOSS_HOME/bin/standalone.sh
o For Windows: JBOSS_HOME\bin\standalone.bat

•

Build and Deploy a module to JBoss:

NOTE: The following build command assumes you have configured your Maven
user settings. If you have not done so, you must include Maven setting arguments
on the command line.
1. Make sure you have started the JBoss Server as described above.
2. Open a command line and navigate to the root directory of the module’s
Project.
3. Type this command to build and deploy the archive:
o mvn clean package jboss-as:deploy
4. This will deploy target/QoSManager.war to the running instance of the
server.
•

Access the application:
o The application will be running
http://localhost:8080/QoSManager/.

•

at

the

following

URL:

Un-deploy the Archive:
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1. Make sure you have started the JBoss Server as described above.
2. Open a command line and navigate to the root directory of the module’s
Project.
3. When you are finished testing, type this command to undeploy the archive:
o mvn jboss-as:undeploy.

5.2.1.4 Run in Eclipse
5.2.1.4.1 Integrating and Starting JBoss server
You can start JBoss Application Server and deploy the QoSManager from Eclipse
using JBoss tools. Detailed instructions on how to integrate and start JBoss AS from
Eclipse
with
JBoss
Tools
are
available
at
the
following
URL:
https://docs.jboss.org/author/display/AS7/Starting+JBoss+AS+from+Eclipse+with+JB
oss+Tools
5.2.1.4.2 Integrating and deploying QoS Manager
To integrate and deploy the QoSManager in Eclipse one should follow the steps
below:
1. Import existing maven project “File>Import>Maven>Existing Maven Projects”
2. Click the Browse button and navigate to the QoS Manager’s source code
directory that has been previously downloaded.
3. Choose the QoSManager and click the Finish button.
4. Right click on the “QoSManager” project and choose “Run As>Maven Build…”
5. Insert into:
a. Goals: “clean package jboss-as:deploy”
b. Profiles: “arq-jbossas-remote”
c. Name: “QoSManager package-deploy” (or your preferred name)
6. Click the Run button (the JBoss Server should be already running). The
project will be built and deployed automatically, and will run on the JBoss AS
running instance. From now on this configuration should be available at the
Eclipse Run Configurations under Maven Build.
To Undeploy the QoSManager from the running instance of the JBoss AS, follow the
steps below:
1. Right click on the “QoSManager” project and choose “Run As>Maven Build…”
2. Insert into:
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a. Goals: “jboss-as:undeploy”
b. Profiles: “arq-jbossas-remote”
c. Name: “QoSManager undeploy” (or your preferred name)
Click the Run button (the JBoss Server should be already running). The project will
automatically be undeployed from the JBoss AS running instance. From now on this
configuration should be available at the Eclipse Run Configurations under Maven
Build.
5.2.2 User
5.2.2.1 System requirements
All you need to run this project is Java 7.0 (Java SDK 1.7) or later, the CUPUS library
installed to your local maven repository and JBoss Enterprise Application Platform 6
or JBoss AS 7.1.
You can download the binaries
Users>Downloads3 section.

through

the

OpenIoT

Wiki2

under

the

JBoss

AS6.0,

copy

the

5.2.2.2 Deployment/Undeployment
5.2.2.2.1 JBoss AS 6.0
Deploy: To deploy the QoSManager on the
“QoSManager.war” to the server's “deploy” directory.

Undeploy: Remove the app war (QoSManager.war) from the JBoss deploy directory
while the server is running.
5.2.2.2.2 JBoss AS 7.0
Deploy: To deploy the QoSManager on JBos AS 7.0, copy the “QoSManager.war” to
the server's “standalone/deployments” directory.
Undeploy: To undeploy the application, you need to remove the “.deployed” marker
file that is generated upon successful deployment of the QoSManager module
You can find more detailed directions on the ins and outs of deployment on JBoss
AS7 here: https://docs.jboss.org/author/display/AS7/Application+deployment

2

https://github.com/OpenIotOrg/openiot/wiki

3

https://github.com/OpenIotOrg/openiot/wiki/Downloads
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5.2.2.3 Manual
In case you would like to use a third party application to invoke QoS Manager
services, use SOAP web services at the URLs listed below (the inputs and
outputs of the services are described in

Table 4 above):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Welcome message listing the available services:
o http://localhost:8080/QoSManager/
Set battery level thresholds :
o http://localhost:8080/QoSManager/setBatteryLevels
Set number of active sensors per area :
o http://localhost:8080/QoSManager/setNumberOfActiveSensors
Get all currently available sensors in the system :
o http://localhost:8080/QoSManager/getAllSensors
Subscribe on all available data types in the specific area:
o http://localhost:8080/QoSManager/defineNewSubscriptionInArea
Get all sensors in specific area :
o http://localhost:8080/QoSManager/getAllSensorsInArea
Get all active sensors in specific area :
o http://localhost:8080/QoSManager/getActiveSensorsInArea
Get all subscriptions in specific area :
o http://localhost:8080/QoSManager/getSubscriptionsInArea
Get average sensor data readings in specific area :
o http://localhost:8080/QoSManager/average
Get latitude and longitude points from specific MGRS area :
o http://localhost:8080/QoSManager/getLatLongFromArea
Get MGRS area from latitude and longitude points :
o http://localhost:8080/QoSManager/getAreaFromLatLng

5.3 Configuration example
Table 5 shows an example for configuration parameters required to initialise the QoS
Manager which are located in the openiot.properties file. The openiot.properties file
contains the name of the QoS Manager object, an IP address and port of the broker,
IP address of a running X-GSN instance, as well as the first port on which X-GSN will
start listening for data from virtual sensor used by the QoS Manager. Furthermore,
the file defines the required number of active sensors per observed area, low and
high battery level thresholds (in percentages), and testing and logWriting parameters.
If testing is set to true there will be extensive output to std.out, and if logWriting is set,
a log file will be created and filled with detailed information of QoS Manager events.
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Additionally, the file must contain sensor parameters, types and properties required
for annotating data from virtual sensors so that they can be stored into LSM-Light.
Table 5 Example openiot.properties file used by the QoS Manager
...
#QoS Manager
qos.name=QualityOfService
qos.brokerIP=localhost
qos.brokerPort=10000
qos.gsnAddress=161.53.19.156:22001
qos.wrapperPort=30000
qos.numberOfSensors = 3
qos.highBatteryLevel = 70
qos.lowBatteryLevel = 30
qos.sensorParameters =
temperature,humidity,pressure,no2,so2,co,batterys,batterymp,latitude,longit
ude
qos.sensorTypes =
double,double,double,double,double,double,double,double,double,double
qos.lsmProperty =
http://lsm.deri.ie/OpenIoT/Temperature,http://lsm.deri.ie/OpenIoT/Humidity,
http://lsm.deri.ie/OpenIoT/Pressure,http://lsm.deri.ie/OpenIoT/NO2,http://l
sm.deri.ie/OpenIoT/SO2,http://lsm.deri.ie/OpenIoT/CO,http://lsm.deri.ie/Ope
nIoT/BatterySensor,http://lsm.deri.ie/OpenIoT/BatteryMobilePhone,http://lsm
.deri.ie/OpenIoT/Latitude,http://lsm.deri.ie/OpenIoT/Longitude
qos.lsmUnit = C,Percent,hPa,ug/m3,ug/m3,mg/m3,Percent,Percent,Deg,Deg
qos.testing = true
qos.logWriting = true
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6 RELATED WORK
The notion of Quality of Service when addressed in the context of sensor networks
may be considered at different levels (physical level, network level, application level)
and in terms of a number of metrics. A comprehensive overview of such metrics is
given in the scope of OpenIoT WP4, D4.2.2. In this section, we provide a summary of
relevant related work that has addressed various quality aspects linked to sensor
networks and IoT applications.
With regards to sensing data acquisition and processing, two general scenarios may
be identified. The first deals with situations in which there is a lack of data needed to
meet application requirements (e.g., for an environmental monitoring application,
there are no available sensor readings in a given geographic area, or for a given time
frame). In such cases, techniques based on data interpolation and estimation may be
employed. In a second scenario, there may be redundant data available, hence
providing opportunities to optimize data acquisition and achieve energy efficiency. An
important issue to address in the deployment of a successful sensor network is the
trade-off between obtaining a sufficient amount of sensor measurements in order to
meet existing application requirements, and achieving energy efficiency that extends
the overall lifetime of the network [Milosevic2013].
The authors in [Riahi2013] provide an extensive overview of utility-driven data
acquisition techniques for efficient collection of data in participatory sensing, whereby
queries of different types (e.g., one-shot queries, continuous monitoring queries) may
come from different applications. This work has also served as the basis for D5.1.2
Self-Management and Optimization Framework, as outlined in Section 2. Multi-query
optimization problems are formulated and heuristics are proposed for providing
effective solutions such as maximizing the overall system utility (i.e., social welfare).
Utility functions are introduced that specify the difference between the value of given
query results, and the cost for obtaining those results. In the context of data
acquisition, the proposed algorithms aim to achieve efficient sharing of sensor data
among multiple queries that may be of different types.
Specifically focusing on mobility aspects, Mobile Crowdsensing applications (MCS)
take the advantage of a population of individuals to measure large-scale phenomena
that cannot be otherwise measured by individuals [Jayaraman2013],
[MetroSense2010]. The challenges of meeting resource limitations in the context of
MCS applications are summarized in [Ganti2011]. The authors further discuss
resource allocation challenges in the case of multiple concurrent applications
sampling various sensors on a single mobile device. Potential solutions include
prioritizing applications that require sensor data, hence reducing or increasing the
sampling rate of certain sensors while aiming to achieve efficient energy
consumption of the mobile device. A discussion of different mobile crowdsourcing
applications and optimizing smartphone related energy consumption is given in
[Chatzimilioudis2012].
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Within the scope of the NSF-funded project Citisense, a participatory air quality
sensing system has been developed that collects data from body-worn sensor
boards which relay the sensor readings to the wearer’s mobile phone, both for
display to the user, and to relay to a back-end server for a variety of uses, such as
the inference of a more detailed regional air quality map [Nikzad2012a]
[Nikzad2012b]. As is the case with our Urban Air Quality Crowdsensing application,
such an application provides the opportunity to more accurately model air quality that
captures micro-environment variations, as compared to data collected only from
stationary government monitoring sites. In addition to Citisense, another project
addressing environmental exposure feedback systems in the form of mobile
participatory sensing is the Common Sense project [Willett2010].
In [Nikzad2012a], the authors address the problem of energy efficiency and present
an approach for model-driven adaptive environmental sensing. They focus on
reducing the amount of redundant sensor readings, consequently reducing the
amount of communication between client devices and a back-end data collection
server. Mobile devices maintain local models of expected sensor readings, hence
generate predictive readings, and push updates to the back-end server only in cases
when predicted values do not match actual sensor readings. We note that such an
approach could potentially be considered complementary to the energy savings
mechanisms proposed in this deliverable. Similar work also addressing the use of
predictive probabilistic models to minimize energy consumption in wireless sensor
networks has been previously reported in a highly cited paper by [Chu2006].
Further in the scope of the Citisense project, studies reported on efficient energy
management and data recovery [Milosevic2013], where authors describe how they
leverage correlations between different types of data sources to dramatically reduce
the amount of data sent while still being able to reconstruct all of the data with small
and controllable errors. Experimental results with simulated wireless channel
conditions and data collected from two real-world sensor networks (environmental
monitoring application and health monitoring application) show that by sampling only
20% of the data, the remaining 80% can be reconstructed with 9% mean error, and
energy savings up to 76%. Both tested sensor networks rely on fixed sensors; hence
they do not take into account any mobility aspects. Related work has also been
reported in [Yang2013], leveraging contextual information (both user requests and
harvesting energy availability) to intelligently adapt sensor sampling rates.
In the work reported in [Jayaraman2013] the authors propose a collaborative mobile
sensing framework called Mobile Sensor Data EngiNe (MOSDEN), designed to
operate on smartphones and capture and share sensed data between multiple
distributed applications and users. The engine is designed so as to be compatible
with the GSN (Global Sensor Network) middleware. By supporting processing and
storage on end user smartphone devices, the platform aims to reduce the necessary
data transmission to a centralized server, consequently achieving bandwidth and
energy efficiency. In their subsequent work [Perera2013], the authors specifically
address sensor discovery and configuration challenges. In that context, they address
issues such as configuring sensor sampling rate to determine an optimal balance
between user (application) requirements and energy consumption; and determining
the frequency of network data transmission, e.g., to a cloud-based IoT platform.
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In addition to addressing quality aspects related to accurate and precise data
collection, and energy/bandwidth efficiency, an additional quality-related issue that
has been addressed in related work is that related to security and privacy. In their
work focused on opportunistic people-centric sensing, the authors in [Kapadia2009]
discuss the security and privacy concerns in cases of highly mobile sensor devices,
and those in which sensors are commonly carried by people. Further linked to
security, data integrity is an important factor when considering collected sensing
data, this being an issue addressed in part by the utility metric referred to as
trustworthiness (D4.2.2).
While a number of aforementioned projects and approaches focus on mobile/fixed
sensing architectures and address the issues of energy- and bandwidth-efficient data
collection, what is missing is a generalized solution for providing QoS support. While
detailed utility functions and algorithms are discussed in previous OpenIoT
deliverables D4.2.2 and D5.1.2, this deliverable has focused on a proof-of-concept
prototype implementation of a stand-alone QoS Manager component built around a
cloud-based publish/subscribe middleware, and shown to be applicable in particular
for mobile IoT application scenarios.
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7 CONCLUSIONS
This deliverable addresses the QoS monitoring and management requirements for
cloud-based IoT applications, focusing primarily on mobile contexts. The design of a
stand-alone QoS Manager component interfacing with the OpenIoT CUPUS
middleware is presented. The QoS manager enables improved energy efficiency for
mobile sensors while satisfying global application requirements for Quality-ofService.
Following the discussion of general QoS requirements, utility metrics (D4.2.2), and
optimization methods (D5.1.2), we present different QoS management use cases,
namely: (1) sensing quality monitoring and management, (2) energy monitoring and
management, and (3) process monitoring and management. These use cases
support delivering the required QoS to applications, while optimising use of mobile
sensors.
This deliverable further presents the prototype implementation and deployment of the
QoS Manager component in the context of an Urban Crowdsensing case study
focused on opportunistic sensing of air quality via mobile sensors and devices.
Finally, details on the integration with the CUPUS middleware and OpenIoT
framework are provided. It describes how the CUPUS middleware can be used for
optimised publish/subscribe sensing interfacing directly with mobile sensors and
applications, as well interfacing with the OpenIoT middleware.
Future steps will focus on experimental testing of the QoS management architecture
in the scope of a real air quality monitoring field study, to be reported in D6.4
Environmental Monitoring Application.
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